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About This Game

A fly ascends to the skies, pondering the pointlessness of its brief existence.
The Plan was developed as a side project by Krillbite Studio, who's currently finishing their main project Among the Sleep.

"Hey, You Should Play This"
- Patrick Klepek, Giantbomb

"Some may argue that The Plan isn't really a game and it definitely occupies the same terrain as Journey, Passage, and
Dear Esther, but it's shorter than Journey, prettier than Passage, and less overwrought than Dear Esther, making it well
worth taking a punt on for the low price of free."
- Jeffrey Matulef, Eurogamer

"It’s that space in the mechanics for thought and interpretation that I appreciate most here. The Plan won’t break your
brain, but it’s a nicely contemplative journey."
- Nathan Grayson, RockPaperShotgun

"In order, here are the emotions I experienced during the three minutes it took me to play The Plan, the new free morsel
from the Norweigan indie developer Krillbite: confusion, frustration, boredom, fear, amusement, delight, joy,
enchantment, and regret. One of the things independent games ask us to do is accept that a three-minute game can be as
valid as a thirty-hour one. Games like these make it hard to disagree."
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- Joseph Bernstein, Buzzfeed

"Krillbite Studio, the developers behind Among The Sleep, have gone on and released a most polished, visually stunning
and freeware new game"
- Konstantinos Dimopoulos, Indiegames.com

"Krillbite's The Plan is a short, sharp experimental deliberation on the meaning of life."
- Andy Chalk, The Escapist
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Title: The Plan
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Krillbite Studio
Publisher:
Krillbite Studio
Release Date: 10 Feb, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/Vista/8

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel integrated

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 120 MB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes: Optimal with headphones

English
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-Spawn.
-Get pushed by other tanks into a corner.
-manage to escape by glitching out coz you're stuck.
-"You broke tank". What a metaphor for life:
- Insignificant
- Uneventful
- A waste of time
- Bad graphics
- You reach the end and all you can think is "That's it?". I bought this game when the complete package was 75% off and I can
see why most people don't like this game. I played Pajama Sam all the time as a kid but never this one. This game changes the
voice actor completely and for someone who remembers the original voice, it's tarrible. I would play the game but the voice
difference makes it unplayable. It might be ok for someone who's never heard the original voice.. I have 140 plus hours againt
the free version, so I happily purchased this. I should have looked at date of release.
The free version is two years after and is a lot more polished.
I won't be playing this as much, but I will look at their later releases.. Jump, fall, jump, fall .... A cheap price and smallish
download size disguise a very well made and enjoyable racer.
Graphically this game is quite a good looker with great water effects and detailed backgrounds that are interisting to glance at as
you are zooming by.
There is lots of content on offer as well, from an extensive race roster in career mode (that is bolstered by a nice
leveling/unlockable/upgrade system) to standard racer fare like timetrial, quickrace, online modes and also a really nice additive
of splitscreen.

If you are hankering after a good looking, quick little racer that offers more than you would expect then give Riptide
GP:Renegade a go.. Enjoy a good game of Monkeyball but, alas, it isnt on steam. Bought this game instead and have so far
enjoyed the experience. Smooth gameplay, nice level design, decent amount of levels and global leaderboards. Woop!
Unfortunately the leaderboards seem to be broken on some levels where players have "finished" in 0 seconds, appearing to
randomly glitch through the map and sometimes my record times aren't updated. Hopefully the devs will be fixing this in later
builds. On the whole this is a very well designed game with nice gameplay, art and music! The game plays alot better with
gamepad, K+M feels too jolty (for me) for a ball rolling game.. I am a fan of all things Tower Defence, but I just can't get into
this game.
Have tried a number of times, but my eyes just start to glaze!!

PS This despite the fact I have seven cats
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Very short but deeply haunting. I'm trying to get it out of my head but it does have a lasting effect. It's not very much a game as
it is a story about depression, not how to overcome it but to wallow in it, because things are as they are. You can't make choices
to help your character crawl out of it. How it's vague adds to the eerieness, you don't have to know exactly what happened, just
that it did. Don't play it if you want something actiony, play it when you want to watch a very sad movie. I do think the price is
worth it.. Three words "what the F**K"

this game seems like the feaver-dream of somone on All the Drugs.. Horrible Wipeout clone shoved onto pc. If the main menu
tells me to tap a button in order to log in, you know you're gonna have a bad time. Probably a mobile game dumped on steam
just to rack in some cash. Bad/dull graphics, horrible U.I., awful controlls (the game doesnt even tell you how to control your
hovercraft) and not even an options menu. It's a game where you don't know how to play it and no way to find out how to or
lower the volume of the game itseld. Not even the trading cards can save this one.

Score: Malfunctioning jet engine/10. Me and my wife have just had several hours of fun trying to beat each other's high scores.
All the games are a blast, simple but addictive. I will be closely watching this game grow - it is definitely worth the small asking
price, already feel as though I have got my money's worth. Great stuff.. Great game! Cant wait to see what the devs do next.
10/10. Unexpectedly fantastic! Gives you way more than you expect! I'd recommend this for owners of insanley twisted shadow
planet!. So, my dad and I sank 2 hours into the Co-Op and made it to Round 21. I put 1 hour into the single player on my own
and the remainder is just me leaving the game running after food showed up.

Pros:
- It's as advertised, a (seemingly) endless wave shooter with pretty standard mechanics. More mobs show up as you progress
through the waves and the mobs in the waves progressively chunk more of your health off per hit.
- It's got Co-Op. I love me some Co-Op action

Cons:
- There's only 1 mob skin (at least between Round 1-21, there may be something later)
- The revive timer for a person dying in Co-Op doesn't seem to count down. It always says 20 seconds remaining
- The in-game shop has a lot of problems including but not limited to:

guns, once spawned, are hard to pick up. Often you may have to fiddle with approaching the guns from different angles
until you get the prompt to pick it up

Choosing the $3,000 sniper rifle doesn't spawn anything. It just takes your money

Sometimes you purchase a gun and it gives you a gun with 0 ammo (Curse you shotgun). I also had a similar bug where
when I switched guns it took away all of the ammo in my "rifle with scope" gun

In Co-Op it seems that the shop doesn't work period for the person not hosting the game. My dad couldn't get guns to
spawn even though the shop would take his money. When the guns did spawn, they weren't able to be picked up

There's no option to just "buy ammo\/refill ammo". You have to buy an entirely new gun that's evidently prefilled with
ammo and leave the old\/empty gun laying around

There's virtually no time at all between rounds to go shopping. In Co-Op one person would run the final mob of the wave
around while the other person shopped and in single player I would just sprint down the hallway and circle back to the
shop. The problem with that is shopping has to occur fast (have some idea of what you plan on buying, buy it and then
fiddle with picking it up before you get cracked in the back of the head by a zombie). This is a big problem the further
you get into the rounds. Failure to move quickly enough in later waves really chunks your health and there is no way to
refill lost health. . .- There doesn't seem to be any ability to change controls from within the game or to view the default
controls. Some of the controls are listed once you load into the game but the rest you get a crash course in figuring out.
For example, we didn't find out that there was a way to sprint\/run until 3 hours into the game (it's the "shift" key, by the
way. Pretty standard I guess but still would have been nice to know)
- In Co-Op there's no round counter on the top right of the screen for the person not hosting the game
- There's only 1 map and it's tiny. There's also no real substance to the map, it feels and looks very empty for a
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"laboratory"

Overall, I recommend the game for a bit of fun. The game has replayability due to the nature of endless wave based
games but looking at the same monster model for too long will become stale. My dad and I picked this up on a steam
sale for 50 cents ($1 total) and got our money's worth out of it. The general verdict is that you get what you pay for..
Bounced really hard off this. Was hoping it would be something like Proteus, but this totally failed to engage me..
Brilliant product, very good design work on the coaches and in passenger view. Would advise to buy this. my horse was
sick

but its condition is stable
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